
Thursday 11th June- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt 
or extend them as you see fit.

Learning intensions:
I am learning to write a 
review. I can use a word 
bank. I can spell 
some compound words.

Success criteria: *capital letters 
and full stops. * finger spaces.
*Add in the location.
*use 'and' or 'because'.
*add in a feeling. *Add in some 
doing words.

Literacy: Writing - Review of our Virtual Sports Day
Yesterday you might have taken part in our Virtual Sports Day by trying out one of the activities from the grid. Can you 
think back on the different actions you did? Did you jump? Run? Hop? These types of words are called verbs, which are 
doing words. Can you write a review of your experience of sports day or a similar sporting event to upload in teams?
You could include your favourite activity, why was it your favourite? How you felt? Where did you do the activity 
(living room, garden etc.)? You could also include a picture of yourself taking part.

Mild – Write 3 sentences Hot – Write 4 sentences Spicy – Write 5 or more sentences
Remember to include capital letters, full stops and an illustration.

We have made a help sheet/word bank on an extra slide which you may find helpful (no need for printing).
See second slide for key words to read and write each day.

Maths: Warm up song counting to 100: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGetqbqDVaA
Number jumps - Here is short clip to help you see how to use the game below: https://vimeo.com/427651466/2e04683a5d
Game- Open the digital Number Line (https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-line/).
Instructions: Click the "Line Settings" button and choose your spacing (narrower space is more challenging). Click on the 
"Line Masking" button, which will hide all numbers. Reveal ONE number by clicking on the blue square. Work outwhich
number you get to if you move e.g. 4 jumps up/ forward or 5 jumps down / back on the number line.
Medium- numbers in the 1-30 range, Hot- numbers in the 1-50 range, Spicy 1-100 range.
Note: If you hover over the different buttons, you'll be able to see their names. You only need the "Line Settings" ,
"Line Masking" and the pencil buttons.
Task: Use your counting skills to complete Heinemann workbook 3, pages 3 and 4 or try the problems on the additional slide.

Across the curriculum: Topic- Find out more about the Rainforest
Follow this link to find out more about the Amazon Rainforest from BBC bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/zxdsvcw
Relax while you watch these Rainforest images (2 mins). Do you recognise any of the
animals? Tell a partner which one you would like to find out more about. We will be
learning more about some of them next week.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IzzogrKo6k

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to counting within 
100. I am learning to use a 
calculator.

Success criteria: * Know 
number before and 
after. *Use calculator 
correctly to solve sums.

Success criteria:*Watch clips.
*complete the bitesize 
quiz. * Talk about the 
animals in the clip.

Learning intentions: I am
learning more about the 
Rainforest and some of the 
animals that live there.





Sports Day Help Sheet

Verbs
hopped
ran
jumped
skipped
crawled
threw
kicked

Places
park
garden
house
home

Adjectives 
(feelings)
tired
excited
happy
thirsty
energetic

You could try to add a 
connective
and
because

Try to add:
Where you are.
Who you are with.
What you did.
How it made you feel.

Sports day word bank
Events
Teddy toss
Pillowcase sack race
Keepie uppie challenge
Shot putt
Target shot
Burpee challenge
Plank challenge
Tattie and spoon race
Tea bag challenge
Cushion race
Toilet roll race
The cup challenge



Spicy
Put these rows of numbers in order 
from largest to smallest

87, 98, 67, 54
76, 53, 80, 99
84, 87, 92, 96
78, 74, 60, 63

Put the numbers in order from 
smallest to biggest

100, 84, 65, 91
78, 71, 73, 79
86, 56, 76, 66
70, 90, 50, 60

What is the number two before and 
two after
__ __59__ __ __ __90__ __
__ __77__ __ __ __68__ __
__ __86__ __ __ __94__ __
__ __72__ __ __ __88__ __

Medium
What number is larger?

24 or 28
16 or 26
21 or 12
45 or 54

What number is smaller?
22 or 29
19 or 21
13 or 31
49 or 39

What is the numbers before?
__ 45 ___57 ___70

What is the numbers after?
38___ 49___ 30___

Hot
What number is largest?

45 or 56 or 61
82 or 74 or 46
90 or 70 or 80
68 or 86 or 98

What number is smallest?
100 or 91 or 81
76 or 67 or 62
55 or 45 or 35
99 or 88 or 77

What is the number before and after?
___69___ ___89___ ___77___
___55___ ___93___ ___46___
___81___ ___99___ ___70___

Choose from the medium, hot or spicy level of challenge. You could tell an adult the answers or write them down on a 
whiteboard or piece of paper to avoid printing.


